Abstract -A new variance reduction technique for the Monte Carlo solution of integral equations is introduced. It is based on separation of the main part. A neighboring equation with exactly known solution is constructed by the help of a deterministic Galerkin scheme. The variance of the method is analyzed, and an application to the radiosity equation of computer graphics, together with numerical test results is given.
Introduction
In [9] , [8] the complexity of Monte Carlo solution of integral equations was studied. To prove upper bounds, a new variance reduction technique was developed which combined deterministic and stochastic computations in an optimal way. The analysis of [9] , [8] aimed at sharp estimates of complexity rates, so it was carried out for a model problem -smooth kernels and right-hand sides over the unit cube. In the present paper we develop this method for general domains and non-smooth kernels in such a way that it can be used for Monte Carlo simulations of real processes. We shall present an application to global illumination in computer graphics. Let us briefly describe the underlying idea. Suppose we have a second integral equation (i. e. second kernel and right-hand side) which is close to our original one. Knowing the solution of the latter, it is possible to improve the accuracy of Monte Carlo estimators of the former considerably. This is the well-known method of control variates or separation of main part. It is described in section 2. Usually the second equation stems from a neighboring problem (maybe simpler one, maybe one already computed). But what to do in the general case, when no such parallel problem suggests itself. That was the idea in [9] : Let us first calculate some deterministic approximation to the solution. In high-dimensional problems, this will be only a rough one, as a rule, less precise than Monte Carlo. Now we construct a neighboring problem. We arrange it in such a way that the approximate solution of our original equation becomes the exact solution of the approximate equation. If that approximate problem is close to the original one, if it can be solved by the help of the same Markov process, and if the functions involved are not too complex, we can use both equations to obtain a considerably improved Monte Carlo solution.
Of course, for concrete simulation problems, this approach has many u if"s. We try to resolve some of them by providing a general analysis of how the proximity of kernels and right-hand sides affects the reduction of variance. This is the contents of section 3. In section 4 we show how the data of a piecewise constant Galerkin approximation can be used to set up a neighboring equation. On the basis of accuracy estimates from section 3 we analyze which parameters of the deterministic approximation influence the reduction of variance. In section 5 we outline how the procedure can be applied to the radiosity equation in computer graphics. Finally, we provide results of numerical experiments based on a simple test equation from two-dimensional ("flatland") radiosity, whose solutions are known exactly.
For general information on Monte Carlo methods, variance reduction, and control variates we refer to [17] , [5] , [19] , [3] , [10] , [4] , [13] , [14] , [16] . Several previously developed variance reduction techniques for integral equations are related to ours in the sense that they are based on control variates, but they lead to entirely different algorithms: [5] ,ch. 6.2.5, [20] , [6] , [14] , §5.10, [16] , ch. 2.2.3, [11] . For complexity theory of Monte Carlo methods we refer to [22] , [15] , [8] , [12] . The computer graphics background is covered by [1] , while notions from functional analysis can be found in [2] .
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Separation of the main part
Let X be a non-empty set, Ó a ó-algebra of subsets, ì a positive, ó-additive finite measure on (×, Ó). Let 1 < s < oo and let L S (X) = L S (X, Ó, ì) denote the usual Danach space of Ó-measurable s-integrable functions (resp. essentially bounded functions, for s = oo). We consider the integral equation Under these conditions the integral operator Ô÷ defined for / £ by
is a bounded linear operator in L^X) and its operator norm satisfies
We assume that a function Ö €Å L\(X, Ó,ì) is given. Instead of .the full solution u(x] we seek only the value of the functional Ö at u, that is, the scalar product
Jx
A standard Monte Carlo procedure to compute (2) is the von Neumann Ulam scheme, which consists in the following. Let PQ(X) and p(x,y) be the densities of initial distribution and transition probability, respectively, of an absorbing Markov chain on X. We assume that PQ(X) and p(x,y) are measurable on X and × ÷ ×, respectively, >0 , px,y >0 a?,y6X,
L· with òô(÷) > 0 being the probability of absorption at the point x. We suppose that the spectral radius of T p in L^X) is less than 1. This guarantees that almost all realizations of the Markov chain are of finite length. To proceed with the von Neumann Ulam scheme we suppose
For our purposes it is convenient to represent
So our original equation (1) becomes
Given a realization
of the random walk, we define a random variable ç by m).
If the spectral radius of T\ K \ = Ã^| ñ in LOO (A") is less than 1, then ì has a finite first moment and ,0
and the Monte Carlo approximation to (éé, Ö) is given by 
Then (Ì, Ö) is approximated bŷ Ó «*. /.
This is known as the method of control variates or separation of main part for integral equations (see, e. g., [17] , ch. 3.9, [5] , ch. 6, §2.5). The mean square error of approximation of (t/, Ö) by (11) is given by -Ó c(*. /.
It is the main goal of section 3 to give a detailed analysis of the variance of ae, its dependence on the kernels and right hand sides involved, and in particular, the rate of decrease of Var (ae) as h approximates A; and g approximates /. We shall carry out this analysis for a fixed Markov chain, satisfying the assumptions stated above. We shall also fix Ö = G £i(^0 and assume, in addition, Variable parameters will be the functions /j,/i, /, #, and it is convenient to introduce the following classes: Fix á>0,0<7<1, no G IN and let /C = /C(a,7,no) be the set of all k G L^X 2 } satisfying 
which can be estimated by Holder's inequality in a similar way as above.
(iv) follows from (ii) and (iii) as in (i). Finally, (v) is a consequence of
This proves the Lemma.
Remarks:
1. For the Lemma to hold true, it suffices to assume
instead of the stronger condition (12).
2. Although we restricted ourselves to Ö 6 Li(X), our analysis also includes e. g., delta functions. Suppose X is endowed with a metric and we consider continuous (or piecewise continuous) functions on X instead of general I^o functions. Then point-values are correctly defined and constitute continuous linear functional. In that case we have l Jx and the problem reduces to the computation of (t/,Ö), where Ö K(x$,y), and it is assumed that K(XQ,·) G L\(X). Setting (provided Q(XQ) ö 1), we essentially arrive at the standard process of computing U(XQ) which simply starts in XQ with probability 1, then moves to the next state with density p(#o> ·) e^c ·
Variance analysis
Following the arguments of variance computing for the standard von Neumann Ulam scheme, ( [5] ch. 6, §2) we first give an exact expression for the variance of ae.
Proposition 1.
Let a,0 > 0, 0 < 7 < 1, no 6 IN and assume thatk, h 6 from which we get that
f->9 G ?(â)· Then the variance o/£(&,/, h,g,£) is given by
The absolute convergence of the series involved here follows from the assumptions and Lemma 1. Combining this with (8) and (17) yields the result.
Remark: Proposition 2 holds true if we replace (12) by (15) . Only in the subsequent results we make use of the stronger requirement (12) .
Although formula (16) is exact, it is not convenient for us since it does not show explicitly the dependence of the variance on the proximity of h to k and g to /. We shall therefore provide further estimates, which fulfill this requirement. Let us first introduce some notation. We put
Observe that
The following theorem shows that the variance reduction is at least proportional to the square of the approximation errors of k by h and / by 5, in the respective norms. (17) we get
where, according to (19) , w é, w^ € -^oo(^) are given by
To abbreviate formulas, we put
Then we have
In view of (12) we have
and similarly
It follo\vs from Lemma 1, (21), (27) and (28) that
and, recalling (22) and (25), 
Remarks:
1. The constant c depends only on a,7,no,0 and on 2. We do not have to demand h G /C. A standard perturbation argument yields the following: Given á > 0, 0 < 7 < 7' < 1 and no, there exists a <5o > 0 such that whenever k G /C(a,7,no) and h G L^X 2 ) is such that oo(x 2 ) < a and 6(k,h) < 60, then h G /C(a,7',no).
Corollary 1.
Given a, 0 > 0, 0 < 7 < 1, no G IM, ß/iere exisi constants <5o > 0 and c > 0 sucfe that for all k G /C(a, 7, no) and Ë G LQO (×   2   ) P-%oo(*') < <5 0 , and / or A///,P e Loo(X) wiih the Monte Carlo scheme (7) is well-defined and
Var(C) < c(\\k -h\\l x(xi) + \\f -g
This follows readily from Theorem 1 and the remark above. Corollary 1 extends the upper estimate in [9] , Prop. 1, where the case
Sometimes it might be hard to get an estimate of <5(fc,/i), e(k,h) or ||& ~ ^IUoo(X 2 ) because of the supremum involved in their definitions. This occurs, for example, when the radiosity equation (see below) is considered in domains with corners. By strengthening the assumptions on </?, k and h, we can pass to the L2-norm. We shall assume that y? hence the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem (see [21] ) implies that for k 6 /C'(a, â, 7, n 0 )
Let us finally denote 
Now we estimate ||^é||^1(Ë')· According to (26), 
Galerkin approximation
In this section we discuss one possible way of constructing h and g. We shall exploit the data supplied by a simple deterministic Galerkin method. Then we analyze this construction from the point of view of approximation quantities of section 3. So let us first consider the Galerkin scheme. We shall only deal with piecewise constant approximations. 
Often Kij and F{ cannot be determined exactly, and one replaces them by some approximations, K(j and F[. Furthermore, in some situations the resulting system
itself is solved only approximately, by iterative methods. So let (^i)£=i be an approximate solution of (41). We put 2 is supposed to be a large subset, whose choice allows us to pursue some strategy of excluding certain pairs of regions for which our construction might behave badly. We will comment on the choice of S later on. Finally, we compute (C?x)?=i by 
where
yŴ e assume that 5 is chosen in such a way that for (i,ji) e 5,
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ess mi PJ(X) > 0. (46)
Then definition (44) is correct. We shall also assume
Finally, we set
Summarizing, we have found h and g in such a way that v = X)" =1 v i\x i is the exact solution of
It is intuitively clear that the finer the Galerkin approximation and the larger 5, the closer will Th p be to Tk p and G be to F. The precise behaviour depends, of course, on the concrete situation considered. Nevertheless even in the general case it is possible to point out some quantities which on one hand determine the proximity of the neighboring equation to the original one, and on the other hand, are themselves determined by the precision of the Galerkin method. Thus our discussion aims at understanding how the variance reduction depends on the Galerkin quality. Let us introduce the following notation. Set 
JXi JXj
It follows that
The following two propositions show how the quantities which control the variance reduction are related to those of the Galerkin approximation discussed above.
Proposition 2. If k G L^X 2 ) with ÉÉ^Ê^ñ^) < a, then
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For (i, j) 6 5, we have, taking into account (53), 
Proposition 3. If k G L^^2) with \\k\\L^(x^ < OL, then
r(f, 9? < 2 9o -1 ((l + ï Proof:
where we used the relation (36) twice. This proves the desired inequality.
The last proposition shows the direct dependence of r(/, g] on \\u -v IUeo(^)> which is the error of the Galerkin solution, and on ó(&,/é), which was already estimated above. Now suppose that k (Î /C(a,7,no) and h is constructed as above. Can we assert that h also belongs to such class, at least asymptotically? In fact, under certain assumptions, we can. Let a 1 > a and 7 < 7' < 1. In a way similar to the proof of Proposition 2 we can derive that for (t,j)es, ess sup |fc(x, y) -h(x, y)\ < Ky + fcyfy^y + |fcy -fcy Irr.
1 .
Let us assume that the quantities on the right hand side are small, giving that max ess sup \k(x,y) -h(x,y)\ = ä.
(iJ)£S x£Xi,y£Xj
Since h(x,y) = 0 for ÷ G X,·, y e Xj and (i,j) ^ 5, we get
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\h(x,y)\£\k(x,y)\ + 6
for almost all x,y G X. By the definition of )C(a, 7, n 0 ),
A perturbation argument gives now < provided ä is small enough. This argument carries over to the case of /C', provided k satisfies, in addition, for some n\. This is true, e. g., for the radiosity equation described in the next section.
Application to the radiosity equation
In this section we shall illustrate the method developed above by applying it to the radiosity equation of computer graphics [1] . This equation describes the illumination of closed scenes (interior of buildings, rooms with furniture etc.). The same type of equation also occurs in radiative heat transfer [18] . The radiosity equation has the form
Jx where X is the surface of the scene, F(x) is the radiometric intensity of light sources at x, and u(x) is the total intensity of light due to the contribution of sources and (multiple) reflection. Only monochromatic light is considered, the full colour image has to be obtained by superposition [1] . It is assumed that only diffuse reflections take place (i. e. no mirrors, gloss, etc.). Then the kernel is given by
Here n x is the surface normal in point ÷ (directed into the scene), cos(n jc ,j/ -x) denotes the cosine of the angle between the vectors n x and y -z, and w(x,y) is the visibility factor -it is equal to 1 if the line segment from ÷ to y does not intersect the scene in any other point (x and y "see each other "), and equal to 0 otherwise. The factor p(x) describes the portion of the incoming energy which is reflected (the rest is absorbed). In diffuse environments one assumes p(x) < I for all x. For details on the radiosity equation we refer to [1] . Often scence are composed of triangles (or other elementary geometric objects). We shall assume that X = \J" =l Xi is some decomposition into triangles (possibly not the original, but already refined ones), satisfying ì(×ß Ð Xj) = 0, where ì is the Lebesgue surface measure.
A standard deterministic approach to solve (55) is the radiosity method. This is just the Galerkin scheme with piecewise constant approximation on Xi as described in section 4. It is assumed that p(x] = /?, is constant on ×,·, and F(x) is either also assumed to be constant or replaced by the average emittance
Then we get, following the notation of section 4,
The quantity Ö,-j is the so-called (patch-to-patch) form factor ([1], ch. 4). The resulting system (38), (or (41), when only approximations to the form factors are available) is called the radiosity system. Usually it is solved iteratively (radiosity methods).
Let us now turn to Monte Carlo methods of solving (55). They are applied when, due to the complexity of the scene, the Galerkin method is too time-consuming or not precise enough. One simulates either directly the light transfer ("from the source to the eye") or the "importance" transfer based on the dual equation ("from the eye to the source"). The latter corresponds to the scheme described in section 2, and we will restrict our considerations to this case. Now suppose we seek the value of u in a point XQ. Then the initial distribution of the Markov process is the delta function in XQ (compare remark 2 after Lemma 1). We fix the transition density as Q(x,y) is the cosine distribution over the hemisphere in ÷ of directions into the scene, and 0 < go < 1 a termination parameter at our disposal.
(There are many modifications to produce random walks through the scene, but for our purposes of illustrating the developed method we consider only this one.) In the notation of section 2 we have ö = 1, k(x,y) = />,·(! -go)" 1 for ÷ G Xi, y G X, and f(x) = F{/qo for ÷ G X,·. So the walk (6) and its contribution (7) with Ö é; the form factor, as above. The discussion in section 4 made it clear that the strategy should furthermore exclude those (i,j) for which the differential form factor deviates to much from its mean -the form factor. This is essentially the case when the view of Xj from ÷ "collapses" as ÷ moves through X{ (i. e. Pj(x) = 0 for some ÷ 6 Xi)· The way of setting up 5 should be investigated in more detail.
In the rest of this section we want to treat a numerical example. We move from three-dimensional graphics to dimension two ("flatland", see e. g. [7] ). Our "scene" is now the unit circle, X = {e ts : 0 < s < 2ð}, and the radiosity equation takes the form
Using the parametrization above, and taking into account that for the circle, \x -y\ = 2cos(n y ,x -y), we get
Jo This is the radiosity equation for the circle. Elementary calculations verify that for C, D 6 R, £ 6 IM and
the exact solution of (56) is
In our experiments we compare three algorithms -the radiosity method (i. e. the Galerkin scheme), the standard Monte Carlo method, and the scheme of section 4, which we shall call preconditioned Monte Carlo. We shall solve equation (56) The Galerkin scheme is built on an equidistant partition of [0, 2ð] into ç intervals, with ç = n$n\, n\ 6 IN. The coefficients and the right-hand sides of the resulting system can be computed explicitly. It is solved by Gauss-Seidel iteration, with an error, negligible over the discretization error.
The standard Monte Carlo scheme starts in the point in which the value has to be computed. Then it moves according to the transition density or, in the parametrization, . For each of the three methods (radiosity, standard Monte Carlo, preconditioned Monte Carlo) we compute the absolute error, for the two stochastic methods also the square root of the empirical variance. To give a more conclusive impression of the three processes, we average each of the quantities over the ten points in which the solution is computed.
(We also computed the worst case and observed the same tendencies as in the average case.) This is carried out for various n (size of the Galerkin system) and N (number of realizations of the Markov chain).
The Gauss-Seidel method was performed with 10 iteration (we observed that already at five iterations the precision matching that of the 
